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ABSTRACT

The study analysed data from 220 cluster sampled micro and small enterprises from textile, food vending, soap making, services, poultry, food processing and handcraft. Based on Tanzania MSE’s definition firm growth and contingent perspectives were used to determine the influences of MSE’s trade exhibition in the context of business sizes. The targeted MSE’s were those whose their owner managers received the support link to exhibition. Items with five scaling points statistically were tested using SPSS V22 in addition of process software for moderation test. Descriptive data are presented while regression analysis was adopted to test three hypothesis. Regression analysis output indicated significant (p=0.000) positive influences of facilitation to idea generation and network extension from exhibition on MSE’s growth. On the other hand business size indicated insignificant in affecting the relationship of exhibition variables MSE’s on growth. Building on the results its good for policy makers need to develop strategies that will assist MSE’s exhibition costs minimization in relation to their financial structures and constrain and hence encouraging more studies that may cover more variables in the construct to feed more inputs to our current knowledge.

Keyword: Exhibition and MSE’s growth.

1. INTRODUCTION

Worldwide micro and small enterprises acknowledged as a supporter and drivers of economic growth and prosperity. It’s vital role on generation sustainable job creation, promotion of entrepreneurial environment and income generation is undisputable (Mulyantini, 2020). Furthermore, their nature of acting informal is increasingly being recognized by many economies and donors community based on the facts that it is the venue of breeding ground in the process contributing to the reduction of poverty (Lesuruan and Kihara, 2017; Lesuruan, 2018; Saidi and Abideen, 2017; Terefe, 2018). The initiated interventions to enable operators solve the Micro and Small Enterprise (MSE) problems have been underway (Dladla and Mutambara, 2018; Terefe, 2018). To ensure market accessibility the assistance includes expansion of support through trade exhibitions facilitation locally and internationally (Anna, 2018).
Competing in a current business environment require substantial amount of funding and experiences where most MSE’s may experiences handles in reaching market due to lack of capital and skills (Akman and Dagdeviren, 2018). The improved link for market access through trade exhibition event assists MSEs to present products and services to a wider audience of potential customers, partners and investors (Ummulkulthoum I and Jianhua, 2017). The connection of owners and managers with each other and potential business resources, generation of new clients and referrals for more sales has been identifies as the benefits associated with trade exhibition facilitation (Aikaeli, 2012; Mori, 2014; Kemp,2013).

The event is one of the most effective and efficient atmospheres and venues for increasing brand awareness and introduction of new product in the market. Other is an opportunity for new business ideas conception with constant soliciting customer feedbacks (AUMA, 2013; Loewe, et al, 2013). It however a very relevant opportunity for exchange of goods and services and motivator for employment opportunities and hence encouraging manufacturers to compete favourably for market shares (Olawale et al, 2018).

MSE’s have experienced values exchanges as one of the benefits obtained when they participate in trade exhibition. This comes by learning the best practices in their line of businesses. Also the reap of technical knowhow from other related companies is vital ingredient for MSE’s changes in sales, product and services and formalization (Olawale et al, 2018). For MSE’s that participate will manage to meet face to face with other companies from different economies for exchange information during Business to Business meeting and hence obtaining views from other exhibitors that are not direct related to firms business nature.

The event assists MSE’s firms to increase level of turnover, learning what others are doing and emulate best practices, increase level of expertise in production and provision of services business, improving packaging of products, and understanding about market and what exactly customers need (Priyanath, & Premaratne, 2014: Akman and Dagdeviren, 2018).

In Tanzania the intervention is very vital in the development of market and improvement creativity, networking, access to market information idea and network (Mbura and Bambaganya, 2015). Exhibition an important opportunity to communicate values to the audience at low costs (Stokes and Wilson, 2006). Through this facilitation to trade exhibition and direct access to friends, fellow members, new customers, investors, competitors, regulatory and suppliers there is a lack of information on how trade exhibition influences changes in sales, product and services and transformation from informal to formal practices.

1.1 Definition of Micro and Small Enterprises

The definition for micro and small enterprise varies from country to country. What is identified or categorized as micro enterprise in one country may be considered as a small enterprise in other country (Hatten, 2012). Some definitions focus on numerical parameters in order to differentiate between smaller, medium and larger business with division of quantitative and non-qualitative. Quantitative thresholds are important because they are used to determine the eligibility of business for certain type of grant or other assistance. For non-quantitative the
The essence is to differentiate the characteristics of business by most easily recognizing them in their operations (Kule, 2014).

The most commonly used criteria to define micro and small enterprises are the number of employees, total net sales and investment level. Since this is the mostly frequently (employment) adapted and here again different economies variation in defining the upper and lower size limit of micro and small scale enterprises differs (Terefe, 2018).

In a developed countries, criteria are different from those used above. Nevertheless, the most common criterion is still the number of employees although this may exceed that used in developing countries particularly Africa (Sarr, 2019). It remain to the fact that, what may be categorized as micro enterprise in one economy may be considered as a small enterprise in other (Terefe, 2018).

However, we can also classify this sector in economy into two major groups, first are those operating in compliance with regulations and second are those that operates informally with lack of compliance status.

In Tanzanian definition, the businesses with single employee to four and the capital investment ranging from zero to five millions are regarded to be micro. Small ones are those with four to forty nine employees operating with capital that stands at the tune of five to two hundred millions. As for medium are those having between fifty and ninety nine employees with capital threshold of two hundred to eight hundred million. Above that the business is considered larger (SME’s policy, 2003; Anderson, 2012; Olomi & Mori, 2015).

For the purposes of directing its policy and programmers support, in the economy the study has adopted a definition of micro, small and medium/large enterprises based on invested capital and the number of employees (Mori and Olomi, 2014: Andersorn, 2017).

**Table 1 – Definition of Micro, Small, Medium and Larger Enterprises**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categories</th>
<th>Number of employees</th>
<th>Capital investment (Tsh)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Micro enterprises</td>
<td>1-4</td>
<td>0 to 5 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small enterprises</td>
<td>5-49</td>
<td>Above 5 million to 200million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium enterprises</td>
<td>50-99</td>
<td>Above 200 million to 800million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larger enterprises</td>
<td>100+</td>
<td>Above 800 million</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


**1.2 Exhibition**

The organized events that are essentially the point of contacts for relevant information acquisition. Business expose ideas, create product awareness and sales products and services to a wider audience of potential customers, partners and investors (Mulyantini et al, 2020). On the other hand is the venue where networks are established by means of idea sharing, talking to people and meetings friends. It is also an opportunity to meet fellow members, new
customers, investors, competitors, regulatory and suppliers. On the other hand it assists communication of business values to the audience at low costs (Stokes and Wilson, 2006; Nyamagere and Chimbi, 2018). MSEs to present their

1.3 MSE’s growth.

This is a resource excess with evolutionary development of products, services and strategies to covers the expectations of multiple stakeholders such as owners, corporate, and policy makers (Machado, 2016; Schmitt, 2018). Growth can happen horizontally or vertically by the way of establishment of more business at the same level, or graduation and transformation of micro to small and small to medium business (Mungai, 2012). The excess resources for expansion include those which it own and that which can be redeployed for new and more productive application (Nason and Wiklund, 2018; Rim, and Monia, 2018; Penrose, 1959; Willemse, 2018). Usually is an increase in output or sales or size or improvements in quality as the results of a process of development, akin to the natural biological process in which an interacting series of internal changes lead to increase in size accompanied by changes in the characteristics of the growing object (Olomi, 2003). Contrary to biological analogy is an ability of businesses to take on a corporate existence of their own, independent of their creator and owner’s personality after a personal objectives displays significant influence in the direction of expansion for resources expansion (Pernose, 1959; Schwab’s, et al, 2017).

The understanding of growth in this paper depends on the definition of what the firm or enterprise is how much have it grown in resources, and what it offers on turnover or sales, product and services increase and formalization (Pernose, 1959; Aislabie, 1992, Machado, 2016).

2. THEORETICAL AND LITERATURE REVIEWS

Considering Penrose (1959), knowledge is among the most important resources in business and thus becoming essential stepping stones in achieving resources expansion (Sharafizad and Coetzer, 2016; Rennemo & Bogren, 2017). In Penrosean argument the pursue of new ability for opportunities not only give alternatives but rather ability for managers to interpret contingent environment, in this case current internal resources endowment restriction may cause challenges in the growth path initiative (Woodward, 1965; Pervan & Visic, 2012; Machado, 2016). This has led to various stakeholders to invest in strategies and measure that assist Micro and small enterprises survival. Measures taken by various governments and other nongovernment institution in the form of trade exhibition facilitation on the one hand, increase the probability of expanding market, while contributing expansion through control over potentially valuable resources (Ramaciotti, et al, 2017).

Kirchgeorg et al 2009 and Aikael, 2012 has indicated the important of trade exhibition for firms as the platform for introduction of new products to a large number of people, the enhancement of goodwill, uncovering potential of customers, promotion of existing products, reinforcement of existing customer relationships, gathering competitors information and general marketing research. The exhibition is an opportunity created via MSE’s ability to interact with visitors Moreover, when they participate they contact in personal with customers at lower cost, as opposed to advertising, they enable MSE’s to test their products at the same time marketing
them appropriately (Ummulkulthoum, & Jianhua 2017; Priyanath, & Premaratne, 2014).

2.1 Research problem

Most of the MSE’s in developing countries including Tanzania have not harnessed advantages associated with exhibitions. This is because some of them can’t afford participation costs, and for several others it is because they don’t have exposure to its potential participation gains. The paper intends to determine the role of trade exhibition linkage to micro and small enterprises growth since most of them faces financial limitation to participates in relation to their sizes.

2.2 Theoretical gap

Firm growth asserts firm growth to be the product of idiosyncratic resources including managerial skills, knowledge and unique competences. However the theory suggest managers leaning how to use existing knowledge and skills more efficiently and alternatively use of new knowledge from external sources, but with conditional of internal absorbing capabilities, the according to this perspectives there is a lacks information on which ways intangible capabilities including pertinent information, ideas and networking with other competent stakeholders can be taped from the external sources in case of limitation. Not only that it lacks means of how business may tap intangible capabilities from outside, contingently the perspective does not consider specific contexts of resources size as defined in a given economy. The objective of the study was to determine the role of exhibition facilitation and moderation effect of size on micro and small enterprises growth. From the main objective three specific objectives were developed

1. Knowledge gain influences micro and small enterprises growth
2. Extension of network influences micro and small enterprises growth
3. Business size moderates the relationships of at least one of two exhibitions

From the objective above three hypotheses are formulated.

H1. Knowledge gain has a positive relationship on micro and small enterprises growth
H2. Extension of network has a positive relationship on micro and small enterprises growth
H3. Business size affect the relationships of at least one of two exhibition indicators and Micro and small enterprises Growth.

Figure 1. The conceptual framework
3. THE METHODOLOGY

Quantitatively, positivism guided to offer the ground for the causal relationship between variables test (Krauss, 2005; Saunders, et al, 2016). Firm growth and contingency perspective been a guide to the already establishes laws and principles by the means of survey from 1119 micro and Small enterprises in Arusha, Dar es salaam and Coast regions (Lufumbi, 2009). The causal relationship between two exhibition variables influence on sales, product or service offered and formalization with greater emphasis on quantitative data in the context of specific business sizes was analysed for conclusion (Saunders, et al, 2016 and Thibodeau, 2011).

The cluster sampling process was used to obtain 254 MSE’s accessed exhibition facilitation link services from poultry, soap making, handcraft, textile, services, food vending and processing subsectors from 2012 to 2017 in Arusha, Dar es Salaam and Coast regions. The frame consists those who have been in business for a minimum period of two years prior and after receiving the services (Rennemo and Widding, 2017). It builds on the facts that, the period was good in realizing the effects of the links (Premaratne, 2002; Stokes and Wilson, 2010; Von Friedrichs and Rennemo, 2013).

The sample frame in the study was micro and small enterprises whose their owner’s managers. Researcher and two assistants distributed 254 copies to owner’s managers received link from enablis and TASWE. Out of 254 questionnaires only (220) 86% were successful completed and returned.

The adjustment of tools from previous studies (Ansah, 2016; Crompton, 2012; Mungai, 2012; Kazungu et al., 2018) was done on self administered question with closed ended questions. The reliability and factor analysis was done where cronbach coefficiency was .805 and KMO of .782 with Bartlett’s test of 413.534 at .000 p= value. Items with five scaling points statistically were tested using SPSS V22 in addition of process software for moderation interaction test (Hayes, 2012).

4. DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS AND HYPOTHESIS TESTING

The frequency analysis was done to examine some respondents’ characteristics and levels of business growth before and after exhibition linkages services provision.

Table 2. Respondents characteristics (n=220)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percentages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valid Male</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>30.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valid Female</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>69.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valid Primary school</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>19.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary school</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>25.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Certificate</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>8.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ordinary – Advance Diploma / 1st Degree</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>23.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Higher Degrees</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>23.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Business sub sector**

| Valid Food Processing | 33 | 15 |
| Food Vending | 28 | 12.7 |
| Handcraft | 35 | 15.9 |
| Poultry/bird | 26 | 11.8 |
| Service Soap Making | 36 | 16.4 |
| Textile | 32 | 14.5 |

**Source:** Data analysis, 2020.

**Table 3 Growth indicators (n=225)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sizes</th>
<th>Before exhibition Monthly average Sales</th>
<th>After exhibition Monthly average Sales</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Frequen cy</td>
<td>Percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 - 3 Millions (Tsh)</td>
<td>189</td>
<td>85.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 - 5Million</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>8.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4a. Formalization status before and after exhibition services (n=220)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>BRELA</th>
<th>TIN</th>
<th>GS1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Frq</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>Frq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Before</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>27.3</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>38.6</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neither nor</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>34.1</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4b. Formalization status before and after exhibition services (n=220)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>License NSE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Frq</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Before</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neither nor</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Table 5. Number of product and services two years before and after Exhibition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product/Service</th>
<th>Freq</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>Prod/services</th>
<th>Freq</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Valid 0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>.9</td>
<td>Valid 0</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>15.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>94.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>40.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>31.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>10.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>.5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total 21</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>Total 16</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Data analysis, (2020)

The Hypothesis Testing
Table 6 Regression results Model Summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>R Square</th>
<th>Adjusted R Square</th>
<th>Std. Error of the Estimate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KNOWLEDGE GAIN</td>
<td>.320</td>
<td>.317</td>
<td>.7367</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network Extension</td>
<td>.240</td>
<td>.236</td>
<td>.7799</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interactions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge * SIZE</td>
<td>.301_9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network Extension * SIZE</td>
<td>.222_7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7. Analysis of variances (ANAOVA)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Knowledge gain</th>
<th>Sum of Squares</th>
<th>Df</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regression</td>
<td>55.1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Residual | 12 | 0.1 | 0.1 | 218 | 12 | 0.1 | 0.1 | 218 |
---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|
Total | 17 | 9.6 | 9.6 | 218 | 17 | 9.6 | 9.6 | 218 |

**IDEA * SIZE** | 1,221, (R²-chng, .03) | .9539 | 4 |

**Extension of network**

**Regression** | 41.39 | 1 | .055 | .000b |
---|---|---|---|---|
**Residual** | 13 | 1.3 | 1.3 | 216 | 9 | 55 | 55 |
---|---|---|---|---|
**Total** | 17 | 9.6 | 9.6 | 217 | 17 | 9.6 | 9.6 | 217 |

**Extension of network * Size** | 1,218 (R²-chng, .2.919) | .0890 | 6 |

---

**Table 8 Coefficient of correlation**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>( B )</th>
<th>( BE ) TA</th>
<th>( t )</th>
<th>( Sig )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>(Constant)</strong></td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Knowledge gain</strong></td>
<td>.267</td>
<td>.566</td>
<td>10.128</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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4.1 Hypothesis 1 Results and Discussion

Objective one determined the role of link to idea generation and micro and small enterprises growth. The support on idea generation from exhibition was determined as to fulfil the first objective

As displayed in Table 6, and Table 7 the regression model demonstrates a robust fitness of R Square .320 and F-value of 102.415 at $p = 0.000$. About 32% of the variation on micro and small enterprise growth indicators changes explained by knowledge gain in exhibition one percentage level change. With descriptive figures from Table 3, Table 4ab and 5 the results support the alternative hypothesis that the knowledge gained on exhibition has a positive relationship on micro and small enterprises growth.

As opposed to possibility of leaving owner’s at isolation without knowledge and technology for knowledge gain, from exhibition it have a relative percentage in economic significant contribution on MSE’s sales, product and services provision and formalization. Business growth also called firm growth, means increase in firm’s size from one period to another possibly where business gets more networks (Penrose, 1959: Premaratne2002: Bentezen et al, 2012; Schwabs et al, 2017). As firm growth theory asserts that, through experiences, managers learn new and more effective ways of combining resources to expand the productive sets. That ability to recognise and to absorb valuable information by assimilate and apply to commercial ends results in expansion of resources (Pernrose,1960: Nason & Wiklud,2015).

In line with hypothesis one results Wold bank,(2016) indicate basic sales skills and capability building provision during MSE’s exhibitions to owners to improve owners knowledge and hence income. It is also important for firms with resources constrain to associate with support that facilitate exhibitions as they will be equipped with techniques on how to keep breast with clients, ability to communicate, competitors action analysing as well how to keep eyes on technology changes in market from global perspective for growth to happen (Sindik,2012).

The findings is however in contrary with some empirical views that indicates MSE’s to regrets exhibition usefulness as it hampers expectation due to poor organization of the events and language barrier among local participating exhibitors. Ummulkulthoum1 and Jianhua, 2017:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Knowledge gain*size</th>
<th>.0782</th>
<th>.359</th>
<th>.7195</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Constant)</td>
<td>2.06</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extension of network</td>
<td>.467</td>
<td>.1831</td>
<td>.7195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>8.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extension of network *size</td>
<td>-1.149</td>
<td>.2516</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. Dependent Variable: GI
Imran et al., 2017, were of the opinion that event not intended for them and that organisers are more focused towards income generation as opposed to giving promotion opportunity to MSE’s firm participants. Moreover relationship to H1 is in consistence with Enablis, 2015; Mbura and Bambaganya, 2015 which reports offering new ideas, means and technical through customized exhibitors needs in trading. It is also noted, ideas from the exhibition to be access to raw materials, markets, distribution, packaging, future exhibitions training, seminars, assistance, and others (Ni et al., 2019).

The art of selling, presentations skills and product demonstrations are part of training due to lack of knowledge in sales skills for business to take advantage of exhibition and trade fair opportunities. Other services is to provide capacity building and orientation on how exhibitors need to concentrate on attraction of most profitable clients in a short term but also focusing on long-term commitments (Ummulkulthoum and Jianhua, 2017).

H1 is, however, supported by Yahya and Muturumbukwa, 2015 as they assets MSE’s capabilities to meet the requirements to be necessary from supporting institutions by providing information on markets during trade exhibitions being regional and international markets. That various stakeholders might have, and explores how their interests are furthered and protected in dealings with each other in various business contexts including fair trade and exhibition. This is an important venue for learning where micro and small business owners acquire new knowledge, technologies, new markets for goods and trainings from other stakeholders at low costs, the efforts that compliments MSE’s resources constrains in creating new resources or its economic value (Haider et al., 2017).

The facilitation assist low costs in accessing information from various government and non-government entities on services they provides in supporting businesses like publications, training, trade fairs linkages and other programs. The information may be for specific industry or generally. The exposures to relevant associations for afflictions is also one of the outcome of trade and fair facilitation (Hatten, 2012; Skurczyńska, 2018).

4.2 Hypothesis 2 results and discussion

As displayed in Table 6, and Table 7 the regression model demonstrates a robust fitness of R Square .240 for network extension and F-value of  68.055 at p =value.000b. About 24% of the variation on micro and small enterprise sales, product or services and formalization was explained by network extension. With descriptive figures from Table 3, Table 4ab and 5 the results support the alternative hypothesis that the extension of network on the exhibition has a positive relationship on micro and small enterprises growth.

The positive influences toward MSE’s growth is in line with McMahon, 2007; Hatten, 2012 who assert that, managers and owners, owner-managers and others like, insiders (primarily owner-managers, other owners and managers) and outsiders need to be aligned together with other business actors which in the economy which create opportunity to access market for expansion. The tie may be come from the linkages to financing and non financing entities owners (Olawale et al, 2018).

The MSE’s also participating in trade fairs exhibitions and use door-to-door from the boot to boot and word-of-mouth during the events to foster a long term relationship with customers.
The owners of the enterprises capitalize on this collaboration to receive feedback on their operations so as to improve on customer satisfaction (Ogundana, 2018; Diana and Ysabel, 2019). They also use discount sales and promotions to gain access to new customers and to entrench their brand in existing and new markets. These strategies generally help the SMEs to increase their profitability and brand awareness. These factors enable the SMEs to generate enough revenue to expand their businesses now or in the future after the events (Kllezi, 2014; Aikael, 2012).

In line with the finding, extension of network to influences resources extension enable business owners to have the base for scanning external business environment. Kemp, 2013 supports findings by asserts that, the network extension facilitates the increase of wide range of potentials customers, suppliers and investors that when presentation of products and services are done possibility of sales increases happen. It also a time where friends, fellow members, new customers link, suppliers link, investors and regulatory authorities for instant sales and future sales agreement to happens. The networking facilitation assists exposure to workshops with other organisation for provision of Market information (Lesuruan, 2018).

However, Olawale, et al 2018 found prices of goods in exhibition very high compared with what is obtainable in the open market and also modern shops that discourages buyers. Another different view of network extension to positively influence MSE’s growth is reported by Priyanath and Premaratne, 2014; Haider et al., 2017 that, many MSE’s participants faces problem of competition during exhibitions mainly caused by the presence of large firms which also participate in the fairs. Such big firms are endowed with financial resource as well as technical knowhow. Due to that, they display products of better quality and more attractive compared to ones displayed by SMEs. Thus SMEs get very difficult time in promoting their products/services as well as establishing network (Diana and Ysabel, 2019).

Also influences on growth happen as results of creation of good image to the public due to established network MSE’s get opportunity to be covered by media during the events. Such coverage, exhibitors explain about their firms, their offers, prices and other quality control issues. They also get an opportunity to invite prospective customers to business premises where coverage create new investors, and new customers are created. Such that when exhibitions are over, many people visit MSE’s firms for business deals (Haider et al., 2017; Imran et al., 2017; Olawale et al, 2018).

4.3 Hypothesis 3 results and discussion

In testing the interaction effect of size on knowledge gain and extension of network model fitness indicated possibility of growth variation to be 24% at the significant level p-value 9539, .2518 and F value of 110.415 and 74.015 indicating moderation effect absences. The results support the acceptance of null hypothesis that business size does not affect the relationships of at least one of two exhibition indicators and micro and small enterprises growth.

Size of business shows absence of affects on the relationship between trade exhibition variable and growth of micro and small enterprises. As proposed size should be identified as a moderating variable, and then studied its impact on the relationship between variables toward sustainable performance. The reasons for the results based on the facts that their ownership, control, and operation is often in the hands of an individual or a small group of individuals that may speed
decision as compared to larger with ability to plan for trade exhibition (Bamiatzi & Kirchmaier, 2014; Getz & Carlsen, 2000 : Wang, et al,2018). However their sizes may not directly affect the performance but influence the speed of pro-activeness, innovation, and performance as compared to larger and long established firms (Andreas & Mike,2018 : Greene, et al., 2015. That during trade exhibition if an enterprise has relatively bigger size, its risk taking and pro-activeness would more significantly affect the performance (Haider et al., 2017c; Imran et al., 2017). Likewise, if the size of an enterprise were large, it would be more prone to innovativeness as it has the capacity to face any failure (O'Regan & Ghobadian, 2004 : Weiermair & Peters, 1998).

On contrary, micro and small business may display flexibility originating from their sizes (Bamiatzi & Kirchmaier, 2014; Getz & Carlsen, 2000) as opposed to lager business that will need various formal procedures to decide on pursuing a certain strategies. On other hand micro and small firms might face difficulties in either implementing proactive efforts due to limited resources (Andreas & Mike, 2018) on expected margins, or that they simply do not have the financial means to exploit these proactive capabilities during trade exhibition (Weiermair & Peters, 1998). That large companies characterized by flexibility and discretion or prudence perform better that those emphasising stability order. The evidence on performance may be seen on how the micro and small enterprises’ growth rate increases faster than large firm( Pedersen et al,2016: Ramalho, et al, 2018).

5. CONCLUSION
Trade exhibition to MSE’s is a veritable marketing communications strategy for exposing the prospective and current products and services to customers. It establishes an avenue for the varied customers to meet one on one for exchange ideas, knowledge, money and industrial/consumer goods and services. Through trade exhibition the knowledge gained has shown positive influences on MES’s resource expansion. Other variable were extension of network on growth which indicated positive influences on the relationship. However sizes of business indicted not to affect the relationship in the construct. In the light of this study more investigation is encourages to cover more variables using qualitative approach.
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